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Message from the CEO
Welcome to our first newsletter of 2018.The Board and team at Parking Australia have a
full year ahead as we focus on events and member collaboration. In 2013 we released
the five pillars that would guide PA towards our mission of achieving excellence in all
aspects of Parking with raising standards being an integral part of this. The parking
industry awards have certainly been a testament to excellence and achievements and I
would encourage any organisation involved in parking to consider submitting an entry in
the 2018 awards. I would also like to formally congratulate CARE PARK, SECURE
PARKING, ACE PARKING, WILSON PARKING & PRIPARK for their commitment to the
Accredited Operator Scheme and compliance with the Code of Practice for Enforcement
on Private Land. We have also launched this year the Learning Lab on Tour which will
feature a full day of behind the scenes site visits at some of our member operations where
delegates will hear first hand parking case studies regarding various initiatives. The first
Learning Lab kicks of at Perth on 27th February and with only a few spaces remaining, I
would encourage you to book soon. I suggest you also take a look at the itinerary for
Intertraffic (and beyond), as the PA study tour is designed for parking professionals who
want to meet with peers and share and learn from overseas experiences. Our industry
like many, is experiencing rapid diversification and PACE 18 on the Gold Coast will be a
dynamic event for learning and demonstrations of the "changing spaces" of parking. Save
the date.

The elephant in the planning
scheme; how cities are still
dominated by parking space
Car parking is expected but often unnoticed, taking
up surprisingly large proportions of city space. A
parking bay occupies at least 13 square metres some codes specify up to 30 square metres
including accessways.
Yet people nearly always underestimate car space.
Read more....

How to create walkable parking
Planning for Walkable Parking basically means
working to create more park-once-and-walk districts
where much of the parking is open to the public,
even if it is privately owned. It means enabling local
'parking pools' and not caring if any particular site
has enough on-site parking.
Read more....
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Parking Australia Farewells CEO
Parking Australia President, Sharon Prior, this week
announced the resignation of Lorraine Duffy as the
organisation's Chief Executive Officer, who will be
finishing at the end of February. The President
acknowledged that Ms Duffy leaves behind an
enduring legacy of hard work, tenacity and change
during her tenure, which commenced in 2013.
Read more...

Mandatory data breach laws
introduced
Changes to the data collection and privacy
information legislation will come into effect on 23
February this year. The Notifiable Data Breaches
Act 2017 means that for the first time those entities
who are subject to the Privacy Act 1988 will have a
mandatory obligation to report data breaches.....
Read more...

Monash University seeks a Parking
Manager
BPD (Services) is looking for a Parking Manager to
manage all parking functions across all Monash
campuses ensuring effective and efficient delivery of
parking and traffic services and compliance with the
Victorian Road and Parking Rules.
Read more...

Save the date for PACE 2018
Parking Australia is pleased to announce that their
biennial parking convention, PACE 2018, will take
place at The Star Gold Coast. Lock in the dates now
for 31 October - 2 November. Previous exhibitors
will hear shortly about the floor plan and expo
booths, however expressions of interest for
delegates and exhibitors can be submitted to
Lorraine Duffy lduffy@parking.asn.au. Early bird
rates coming soon.
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EasyMile partners with
DemanTrans to bring next
generation capabilities to agencies
EasyMile, a global leader in driverless
technology, has partnered with DemandTrans
Solutions, a leading expert in Mobility-On-Demand
technology, to provide efficient autonomous
solutions to public agencies across North America....
Read more...

PA members save 10% on
Australian Smart Cities Summit
Efficient buildings and public lighting; access to
clean energy and water supplies; the ability to travel
efficiently; a sense of safety and security - these are
the prerequisites modern cities must fulfil to stay
competitive and provide a decent quality of life for
citizens. The 3rd Annual Australian Smart Cities and
Infrastructure Summit delivers a programme that
offers solutions to these challenges.
Read more...

PA member benefit - Workforce
Guardian's 2018 HR webinars
Workforce Guardian's HR Webinars are a great way
to learn about your HR and compliance obligations,
without having to leave your office. Topics for 2018
include termination, part-time entitlements, and
sexual harrassment. Subscribers to Workforce
Guardian can join webinars for $55 and Parking
Australia members receive 10% off Workforce
Guardian's affordable subscription packages. Click here to view the webinar schedule

Parkeon and Cale join forces
The two companies, which entered into exclusive
negotiations in November 2017 and officially
combined forces on 11 January 2018, plan to access
multidisciplinary skills for the research, development
and practical implementation of IoT solutions to offer
cities and parking operators all around the world
innovative, secure and integrated smart urban mobility
services.
Read more....
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Associated Time and Park Assist
partner on Austin-Bergstrom
International Airport
Partnering with Associated Time & Parking Controls,
a leading supplier of Workforce Management
Systems, Parking and Revenue Control Equipment,
and Access Control Systems, Park Assist will be
introducing its advanced smart sensor PGS to help
the Austin-Bergstrom International Airport (ABIA) to
provide a stress free parking experience for travellers.
Read more...

Upcoming events
Perth Learning Lab Joondalup & Curtin
University
27 February 2018
Find out more...

Australian Smart Cities and
Infrastructure Summit
7-8 March 2018
Find out more...

Study Tour to Intertraffic &
Western Europe
18-29 March 2018
Find out more...

Featured Corporate Members
Gold Members

Silver Members

JOIN US & SAVE 50%
Not a member?
As a special offer for the February Perth Learning Lab, new members who join before the
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14 February 2018 receive 50% off the member fee when joining online* (use discount
code PA50OFF at checkout).
To learn more about membership with Parking Australia - click here
Offer Expires 14/02/2018
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